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[2016-New Ensure Pass C_EWM_91 Exam With GreatExam New C_EWM_91
Brain Dumps (91-100)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_EWM_91 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
Are you worring about the C_EWM_91 exam? With the complete collection of C_EWM_91 exam questions and answers,
GreatExam has assembled to take you through your C_EWM_91 exam preparation. Each Q & A set will test your existing
knowledge of C_EWM_91 fundamentals, and offer you the latest training products that guarantee you passing C_EWM_91 exam
easily. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the
article!!!) QUESTION 91An activity area is used to represent a group of:Choose the correct answer(s).Response: A. Storage
typesB. Storage SectionsC. Material Staging AreasD. Storage Bins Answer: D QUESTION 92What are the possible reference
document in ERP for the notification of goods receipt document?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.
Transfer requirementB. Production orderC. Purchase requisitionD. Purchase orderE. Material requirement Answer: BD
QUESTION 93In Heuristics for the Travel Distance Calculation, how system calculate Depth-first search?Please choose the correct
answerResponse: A. The system attempts to find a route between the specified nodes of a network in the average time possible.
Here, the search runs in the direction of start node to end node.The search finishes when the first complete route is found.B. The
system attempts to find a route between the specified nodes of a network in the shortest time possible. Here, the search runs in the
direction of start node to end node.The search finishes when the first complete route is found.C. The system attempts to find a
route between the specified nodes of a network in the longest time possible. Here, the search runs in the direction of start node to end
node.The search finishes when the first complete route is found.D. The system attempts to find a route between the specified nodes
of a network in the average time possible. Here, the search runs in the direction of start node to end node.The search finishes when
the last complete route is found. Answer: B QUESTION 94Which of the following are profiles that can be used to create a WOCR?
There are 4 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Item filterB. Subtotal filterC. Storage Type filterD. Packing
profileE. HU storage profileF. WO sorting Answer: ABDF QUESTION 95RF Function Key F8 is used for which function?
Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. MoreB. BackC. ListD. Full Message Answer: C QUESTION 96You can
also create a kit without a VAS order at a work center.You can configure a work center where you also pack in such a way that you
can confirm generated kits there. This process is suitable for the following casesNote: There are 2 correct answers to this question
Response: A. You require detailed documentation of the kitting procedure in EWMB. You do not require detailed
documentation of the kitting procedure in EWMC. You are not performing kitting in one special kitting work center, but at a work
center where you are also packingD. You are not performing kitting in one special kitting work center, but at a work center where
you cannot packing Answer: BC QUESTION 97Which of the following are examples of PPF processing types supported by Smart
Forms?There are 3 correct answers to this question.Response: A. PrintB. FaxC. MailD. Delivery creationE. Workflow
Answer: ABC QUESTION 98Replenishment types are specified at what level in EWM?Choose the correct answer(s).Response: A.
WarehouseB. Storage typeC. Storage sectionD. Warehouse process typeE. Warehouse order creation rule Answer: B
QUESTION 99When you or EWM release a wave to generate warehouse tasks, EWM copies the staging area and the mode of the
wave to warehouse task. You can release waves multiple times. For example, if you release a wave, but EWM can only generate
some of the required warehouse tasks since there is not enough stock, you can release the wave again at a later point in time. You
can display the log by using the Release Log button. To do so, on the SAP Easy Access screen, choose path from given options.
Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Extended Warehouse Management Work Scheduling Wave Management Maintain
WavesB. Extended Warehouse Management Wave Management Work Scheduling Maintain WavesC. Extended Warehouse
Management Work Scheduling Maintain Waves Wave ManagementD. Extended Warehouse Management Maintain Waves Wave
Management Work Scheduling Answer: A QUESTION 100RF Function Key F6 is used for which function?Please choose the
correct answer.Response: A. MoreB. ClearC. BackD. List Answer: B At GreatExam, we are positive that our SAP
C_EWM_91 preparation material with questions and answers PDF provide most in-depth solutions for individuals that are preparing
for the SAP C_EWM_91 exam. Our updated C_EWM_91 braindumps will allow you the opportunity to know exactly what to
expect on the exam day and ensure that you can pass the exam beyond any doubt. 2016 SAP C_EWM_91 exam dumps (All 150
Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-ewm-91-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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